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Deformation twinning mechanisms in nanocrystalline Ni
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Extensive transmission electron microscopy examinations confirm that twinning does occur upon
large plastic deformation in nanocrystalline Ni, for which no sign of deformation twinning was
found in previous tensile tests. Compelling evidence has been obtained for several twinning
mechanisms that operate in nanocrystalline grains, with the grain boundary emission of partial
dislocations determined as the most proficient. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2172404�
Twinning has recently been identified as a contributing
plastic deformation mechanism in nanocrystalline �nc�
metals.1–7 Deformation twins and stacking faults, indicating
the presence of dislocation activities in nc grains and espe-
cially the operation of partial dislocation mediated processes,
were observed in Al,1–3 Cu,4 Pd,5,6 and Ta.7 The nc-Al and
nc-Pd cases are especially interesting, as these fcc metals
have high stacking fault energies and little or no chance of
undergoing deformation twinning in their coarse-grained
form �conventional fcc Cu, in comparison, is known to twin
when deformed at low temperatures and/or high strain rates�.
However, there appears to be a glaring contradicting ex-
ample: recent in situ x-ray diffraction studies of fcc nc-Ni
subjected to tensile deformation showed no irreversible peak
broadening.8 It was concluded that the nc-Ni grains stored no
deformation debris such as twins, faults, and dislocations.8

We demonstrate in the following that deformation twin-
ning does occur in nc-Ni, but provided it is exposed to ex-
tensive plastic deformation to strains far beyond what was
achievable in a tensile test ��3% before localization and
fracture�.8 We show that when nc-Ni having very high
strength is forced to deform to large strains, in the deforming
nanostructure there will inevitably be buildup of local stress
concentrations that are at sufficient levels for deformation
twinning to become a competitive response. Twinning be-
coming probable at high stresses and relatively large plastic
strains is in fact exactly what is predicted by molecular dy-
namics �MD� simulations9–11 and analytical models1,12,13 for
nc fcc metals.

A more important aspect of fundamental interest is the
mechanisms of twinning in nc metals, when the pole mecha-
nism often invoked to explain twinning in large grains be-
comes inactive �mirroring the inability to activate the Frank-
Read sources to provide dislocations in the interior of
extremely small grains�.9,10 Several alternative mechanisms
were in fact predicted by MD simulations to be operative in
nc-Al grains.9,10 Recently, three mechanisms were inferred
from the defect morphologies observed in a series of trans-
mission electron microscopy �TEM� experiments on nc-Al
and nc-Cu.2–4 In this respect, more compelling and direct
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evidence is needed in more materials, as well as an assess-
ment of which mechanism is actually the primary one re-
sponsible for twinning in nc grains. In this letter, we will
provide such information by illustrating the deformation
twinning mechanisms based on a large number of TEM ob-
servations in nc-Ni.

We first cold rolled an electroplated nc-Ni �the as-
received 140-�m-thick foil had a nominal average grain size
of 30 nm, as characterized before�14–16 at cryogenic tempera-
ture to 46% rolling strain. Figure 1�a� is a high-resolution
TEM �HRTEM� image showing two intersecting mechanical
twins, labeled as T1 and T2. The twin lamella T1 runs in the
horizontal direction with Shockley partial dislocations at the

FIG. 1. �a� HRTEM image of intersecting twins �T1 and T2, marked with
white lines� observed in cold-rolled nc Ni. A Burgers circuit starting at S and
ending at F shows that T2 contains an edge Shockley partial dislocation.
This enlarged view is for the white-boxed area in �b�. The overview of this

area inside the grain is shown in �c�.
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front boundaries, which are stopped in the grain interior by
T2. At a lower magnification, Fig. 1�b�, T1 is observed to
come from the right-hand side of the marked box �details
shown in Fig. 1�a��, and the entire twin plate obviously origi-
nated from the grain boundary �GB� �marked by the bottom
white arrow� as observed in Fig. 1�c� using a still lower
magnification showing the relation of the marked box with
the entire grain. Clearly, the formation mechanism of T1 is
heterogeneous nucleation at the GB and growth �lengthening
and thickening� into the grain interior via partial dislocation
emission from the GB. We found many such examples in our
nc-Ni deformed by rolling and milling, indicating the domi-
nant role of this mechanism in initiating twinning �see later�.
Other twin plates �marked with arrows in Fig. 1�c��, with the
twin boundary �TB� running across the entire grain, are also
visible for the two grains �A and B� included in Fig. 1�c�.

The twin lamella T2, on the other hand, has both of its
ends terminated inside the grain. As shown with a Burgers
circuit in Fig. 1�a�, T2 contains an edge Shockley partial

dislocation with a Burgers vector bp
shockley= 1

6 �2̄11̄� on a �111̄�
plane.5 A mechanism to grow a twin inside the grain interior
is shown in Fig. 2, for an nc-Ni with an average grain size of
30 nm formed via ball milling of the surface of a Ni plate.
The twin relationship between T1 and the matrix lattice, A, is
seen in the fast Fourier transform in Fig. 2�b�. T1 broadens,
as seen in the HRTEM in Fig. 2�c�, by absorbing extended
partial dislocations from neighboring planes, i.e., via dy-
namic overlapping of stacking faults on adjacent planes.
Such a mechanism occurs when the concentration of the ex-
tended dislocations inside the grain is rather high. This
mechanism explains the formation of twins in a homoge-
neous fashion inside a grain, such as the T2 in Fig. 1. The
nucleation stage �with the first two atomic planes� was
shown in Ref. 2.

Both of the heterogeneous and homogeneous twin for-
mation mechanisms discussed above were observed before in
conventional fcc metals,10 predicted by MD simulations for
nc-Al,9,10 and discussed for nc-Al and nc-Cu.2–4 A third
mechanism, occurring heterogeneously at GBs, through the
splitting of a GB and subsequent migration of one of the
segments, was discussed in literature before and predicted to
occur in nc-Al by MD simulations as well.10 This mechanism
was believed to be active, in an interpretation by Liao et al.3

of the waviness of TBs observed in their deformed nc-Al. It
is thus useful to look into the possible origins of wavy TBs in
nc-Ni samples that contained many deformation twins. One
example of curved TB is that of a lenticular twin �not
shown�, heterogeneously nucleated from GB for example. In
this case the Shockley partials emitted from the GB termi-
nates at different distances from the GB, leading to �111�
twin planes connected by incoherent, noncrystallographic
segments. Also, dislocations deposited and accumulated at a
TB can lead to curvature, as seen for the TB between the
matrix of grain B and its twin lattice �T2�, shown in Fig.
2�d�.

Another type of wavy TB was also observed, as shown
in Fig. 2�a� for the TB a-b between T1 in grain A and T2 in
grain B. This TB consists of many straight coherent segments
�examples are marked with white lines�, arranged in a paral-
lel and orderly way, which are connected by incoherent, non-
crystallographic segments. Similar features were observed in
nc-Al by Liao et al.3 T1 starts from around a, and broadens

towards the left into A while it lengthens, whereas T2 grows
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in the opposite directions starting from b, as shown in Fig.
2�a�. As confirmed in Fig. 2�b�, the two grains �A and B�
happen to be in a twin relationship. The twin formation in
each grain renders T1 and T2 in twin relationship as well.
This leads to a curved TB when the two growing twins �T1
and T2� meet.

As such, there can be multiple possible reasons for the

FIG. 2. �a� HRTEM micrograph showing growing twins in nc-Ni, T1 in
grain A and T2 in grain B, that lengthen and broaden and eventually meet to
form a curved TB, a-b. A cluster of stacking faults is also observed nearby.
The twin relationship between grains A and B, and that between A /T1,
B /T2, and T1/T2, are confirmed in the fast Fourier transformation of the
respective regions in �b�. �c� HRTEM image showing the growth of T1 by
dynamic overlapping of extended partial dislocations, i.e., absorbing stack-
ing faults on adjacent slip planes. �d� The T2/B TB is wavy as it is deco-
rated by dislocations. Inset is the low magnification of grains A and B.
wavy TBs observed before, not necessarily an indication of a
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particular twinning mechanism. We did, however, obtain for
the first time evidence for the GB splitting mechanism. Fig-
ure 3 is a HRTEM image showing several nc Ni grains
formed by milling of the surface of a Ni plate. Note that the
TB, A1-A2, is a part of a high-angle GB �HiAGB� marked
with asterisks. The A2-C-B nearby is a HiAGB, which is a
part of a low-angle GB �LoAGB� that extends beyond B.
Also note the presence of another TB, A1-B. These features
are reminiscent of the GB splitting mechanism shown by the
MD simulation:10 the subsequent migration of a GB segment
leaves behind two coherent TBs. Specifically, twinning takes
place via the dissociation of an initial segment of the HiAGB
into a TB �A1-A2� and a new HiAGB. The TB remains at the
same position as before the dissociation, while the migration
of the HiAGB segment to the new �A2-B-C� location pro-
duces the twin lamella �A1-B-C-A2-A1�, which is separated
from the nontwinned lattice by a second TB �A1-B�. That
A2-C-B coincides with a pre-existing LoAGB suggests that
the migrating HiAGB is eventually blocked by the LoAGB.
We stress again that this is the first direct evidence of this GB
splitting mechanism for deformation twinning.

Finally, a remark can be made with respect to the results
of previous tensile tests, where no sign of twinning was
observed.8 For the small plastic strains ��3% � sustainable in
tension,8 the initial portion of the stress-strain curve involved
apparent bending, in a process possibly using up sources of
dislocations that are pre-existing or relatively easy to escape,
and GB segments that are relatively easy to shear/slide.17

Twinning was apparently not yet competitive with other pos-
sible means that can produce the plastic strain. Unfortunately
further tensile straining was not possible beyond the point
where the �necking� instability set in;8 otherwise twinning
could have come in after a certain level of stress �concentra-
tions� is reached, as is the case in our large-strain rolling/
milling experiments. Note that all the experimental twining
evidence in nc metals so far are for deformation conditions
that result in high deformation stresses, owing to high strain

FIG. 3. HRTEM image of a group of grains in nc-Ni after surface milling
treatment. The formation of twin lamella and its boundaries can be ex-
plained based on the grain boundary splitting and migration mechanism.
rates and/or large plastic deformation leading to saturated
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defect levels, such as indentation,1 grinding,1 high-pressure
torsion,4 high-rate cold rolling,5,6 and ball milling �some-
times with powders immersed in liquid nitrogen2,3�. In fact, it
was also observed that there was a threshold in the strain rate
used in rolling, above which twinning became observable in
nc-Pd.5 We conclude that high stress deformation conditions
are needed to initiate deformation twinning in nc metals. But
such high deformation stresses are more likely for the nanos-
cale grain sizes �their coarse-grained counterparts may never
get to experience the high twinning stress�. The latter also
favors partial dislocation mediated processes in general:1,12,13

as the grain dimension decreases, the area associated with the
stacking fault energy goes down faster than the length asso-
ciated with the dislocation line tension. Exactly when twin-
ning sets in depends on the local stress concentrations and
crystallographic conditions.11,18 It is not clear at present if the
stress state had significant effects on the activation of twin-
ning.

Among the several possible mechanisms that have been
identified, our survey of about 50 grains containing deforma-
tion twins led us to conclude that heterogeneous formation
through GB emission of partial dislocations is the most ac-
tive mechanism responsible for twinning in nc-Ni grains. Ap-
parently, at highly elevated stresses the high density of GBs
provides plentiful sources for the twinning dislocations.
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